BIBLIOGRAPHICAL INDEX
Some references are only lightly implied by their context, but it seemed best to include them (e.g.,· those to Scott and Sterne). For scholarly study it is useful to haye all such references identified and expanded. There are a total of 166 here, of which a goodly number do not appear in the companion volumes of the Collected Papers. Russell alluded to the presence of such a large number of citations to the professional literature when he wrote to Alys Russell on 15 June 1902: "I am working very hard, reading the literature of my subject, now that I have finished writing about it. I can insert learned footnotes in the proofs." As the textual history of the Principles shows, he did so.
There is an item of minor interest, noticed in checking the entries, which concerns Russell's knowledge of Frege. The Principles has four references to Frege's "Uber Begriff und Gegenstand", which is a reply to a work by Benno Kerry. Kerry then referred to this work of Frege's in his System einer Theorie der Grenzbegrijfe (Leipzig: Deuticke, 1890), p. 43. Russell owned Kerry's book and marked this page with an undated note signifYing his intention to see the item. Thus Russell was aware that some people had been reading Frege before him.
In the entries below "RL" means that the book is in Russell's Library as it was received at McMaster; the notation does not extend to offprints to be found there. (Paris: Gauthier-Villars, 1898 Bocca, 1897). (RL) 26n., 27n., 32, 125n., 239n., 24In., 27In., 290n., 300n., 324n., 360n.
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